
T here remains a vague memory of 
pain and exhaustion, of hypnotising 
concentration for long, gruelling 

hours, of exultation and emotions that came 
and went like shadows, leaving the kind of 
aftertaste that is so personal it cannot be 
described, so intimate, few others would 
understand it anyway. 

Flitting images of sharks cruising by, of 
giant rays slapping the waves with their 
wings, of sails and wind and water 
contrasting sharply with the high-tech 'other 
world' vision of the space shuttle being 
prepared at Cape Canaveral. 

David Kruyt's experience of the Worrell 
1000 is still an almost poetic one, still at that 
interim stage between impression and hard 
knowledge, the balance between art and 
science not yet firmly established. 

Jonathan Paarman's memories are more 
of fact and event, hard-nosed and down to 
earth, the balance sheet already drawn up 
and audited. Hard evidence collated, 
analysis completed, report prepared, he 
knows exactly what happened and why! 

And this contrast, perhaps more than any 
other, identifies the differences between 
these two men - and what made them 
probably the strongest of the ten teams 
competing in the Worrell I 000. 

For there seems little doubt in anyone's 
mind - least of all those of the organisers 
and the winning Froome-Figueroa 
combination - that had the South African 
Kreepy-Krauly contingent been armed with 
the local condition and course knowledge of 
the winning team (Froome has sailed it five 
times, Figueroa twice) they would have 
taken the title. 

For, in spite of being 'first timers', and in 
spite of a weight disadvantage which turned 
out to be crippling in the light-wind early 
stages of the race, David and Jonathan (the 
Biblical connotations were strong enough 
for team manager Robbie Johnston to be 
dubbed 'Saul') pulled off a superb second 
place,- just 1 hr 38 min 57 sec behind the 
winners. 

This time lag was a cumulative one set in 
motion in the sail-slatting early legs, to 
checkpoints Fort Pierce, Cocoa Beach, 
Daytona Beach and Jacksonville - and 
climbed to a whopping 2 hr 07 min 22 sec 
after the Atlantic Beach disaster when five 
Hobies overshot the checkpoint in zero 
visibility. Judging the fleet to be nowhere 
near the finish line, organisers had not yet 
set the beach strobe going. The Kreepy 
Krauly team was leading when they 
overshot, trailed closely by Froome and 
Figueroa. With his knowledge of the course, 
Froome quickly realised the error and 
turned back, leaving David and Jonathan 
groping - with the sure knowledge that 
something was wrong - about in the dark. 

Froome's about-turn of course alerted 
the other boats, and by the time David and 
Jonathan turned back, the wind had 
switched, so they had to beat through some 
of the worst seas either of them had ever 
seen. 

"The Fish Hoek-Strand Longhaul was 
nursery-school stuff compared with this," 
David said. "All the way, the waves were 
breaking over us, wind shifting, currents 
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tricky. We had overshot five miles, but 
because of the wind shift, our time back was 
double what it should have been. That surf 
was radical, man. I have never seen anything 
like it. We just had to grab a wave and get in 
because it seemed we'd never get to the 
checkpoint" 

They beached more than half-a-mile from 
the finish, and had to drag their boat across. 

Jonathan's analysis is very pointed. 
"That race tests you, and it tests the boat. 

Some boats turned over six times in one 
day. Your boat has to be really beefed up -
4 mm shrouds, double crimped, thicker jib 
halyards, tougher gudgeons, more strength 
in the front cross-bar. And you need a really 
good ground crew, like we had. Without 
that kind of boat and crew back-up you can 
forget it." 

"We were steaming. Nothing could catch 
us. That wind was what we'd been waiting 
for since the race started. By that time our 
fitness and strength was beginning to tell, 
and I know now that if we'd had another two 
days, we'd have won that race!" David said. 

They won that leg, and the final one to 
Virginia Beach, but not even this could 
eliminate the lead F roome and Figueroa had 
established at the start. But likewise, 
nothing could change the second position 
the Kreepy Krauly team had labelled as their 
minimum performance since they took the 
position in the fifth leg. 

It was on this leg that Froome, without the 
heavy weather experience of David and 
Jonathan, reefed his main - which 
promptly popped out, and he lost valuable 
time. 

7k WORRELL 1000 
South Africans shine in tough international 
competition. 
BY JOHN FENSHAM 

He stressed, as did David, the drain of 
eight, 10, 12 or more hours of unbroken 
racing where every second counts, where 
the boat has to be worked every minute -
and it is here once more that the 
complementary skills of the two South 
African sailors paid huge dividends. 

David is excitable, goes 'moggy' with 
concentration, gets mesmerised by the boat 
ahead until he cannot, or will not, talk. 
Jonathan seems to snap out of it quicker, is 
more sensitive to David's moods and mental 
state than David himself. Seeing David's 
mood dropping, concentration slipping or 
alertness diminishing, Jonathan always 
snapped him out of it, sometimes taking the 
helm and cracking the sheets for greater 
boat speed. 

"David only made one tactical mistake in 
the whole race," Robbie Johnston said. 
"That was when he gybed away from the 
fleet on the Myrtle Beach leg, finishing in 
eighth position, but losing only 15 minutes to 
Froome. He is a superb tactician, but 
perhaps a little too heavily influenced by his 
round-the-buoys racing experience (David 
sailed the Worlds in the Virgin Islands in 
1980, in Tahiti in 1982 and in France last 
year). Jonathan was superbly aware of the 
need .for boat speed, very aware of David's 
moods. He was the stalwart who helped 
maintain David's morale, gave him a break 
from the helm when he needed it most. He 
did not baby him or dominate him. Just gave 
tremendous support and back-up." 

The highlight of the race was reached in 
the second-last leg to Kitty Hawk. With 
winds r.ow really 'pomping', thunder, 
lightning and pelting rain coming at them 
right on the nose, David and Jonathan could 
almost see the cloud streaming over Table 
Mountain. This was like being at home! 

"Their super-fitness really told at the 
end," Robbie Johnston said. "If these boys 
had had the experience of Froome there is 
no way any team in the race would have 
touched them. You have to know what to 
eat, what to wear, how to keep your hands 
in shape. (Note: it is disastrous to use oil or 
lanolin as Drett Dryland did last year. 
Something in the water combines with the 
oil to turn your hands to bloody porridge! 
Rubbing alcohol is the ideal.) You also have 
to know how to set up your boat so it will last 
the 1 000 miles, what to expect from the 
shore breezes, the shoals and currents. Our 
weight problem was the strongest indicator 
we needed that we lacked experience. I 
think we now know how to win this race." 

The entire team stressed the importance 
of weight consciousness in selecting a team 
next year. At a private dinner Robbie, 
Jonathan and David came to the conclusion 
that South Africa could be placed first and 
second in the next Worrell with teams made 
up of Blaine Dodds, Colin Hancox, David 
and Jonathan, split so that each boat would 
have a Worrell-experienced sailor aboard. 
"To send a blind team again would be just 
plain stupid," was David's assessment. 

Both agreed that this was the greatest 
race they had ever sailed, one requiring the 
ultimate in mental and physical fitness. 
There is no other race in the world where, 
for twelve consecutive days, all day every 
day, yachts are racing hell-bent with other 
boats in sight. Lose concentration for just a 
few minutes and you can see the others 
catching up or pulling away. 

Experience showed the need for easy
release shroud pins and large thimbles. 
Throughout the race, David and Jonathan 
set the boat up with the mast to windward, 
changing over on the gybe - and it gained 
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The Tiga range has made spectacular 
progress since the company was first 
formed at the end of 1981. 

Club Mediterranee will be using Tiga 
One, an allround board which is very easy to 
sail, which offers a good combination of 
manoeuvrability and stability, and is ideal for 
beginners. Also, the' Tiga Fun-Cup which 
was voted "Board of the year" at the last 
Paris Boat Show, will be available to board
sailing holiday makers to sail a more 
advanced craft if they wish. 

THE KLEPPER S-CLASS NOW IN 
SA 

EUROPE'S FASTEST-selling sailboard, 
the widely acclaimed Klepper S-Class, is 
now available in South Africa at exclusive 
outlets in the major centres. 

The Klepper range, which Gaastra Sails' 
managing director Harry van Beuningen 
described as the best Europe has to offer at 
present during his recent tour of South 
Africa, comprises five funboard models 
made of a unique Lexan Polycarbonate 
material claimed to provide extreme 
strength, rigidity and lightness. 

The five models, from large to small, the 
S204, S205, S206, S207 and S208, include 
two allround funboards suitable for 
beginner and expert fun cup racers; an 
intermediate full floater board ideal for those 
light wind days when a fully retractable 
daggerboard is a welcome addition, a semi
floater and a full sinker for high wind 
conditions. 

THE WORRELL 1000 
Continued from page 16 

them that extra fraction of boat speed they sailors that all the competing countries can 
needed. An embarrassingly simple basic for muster, make this a world class event. The 
longhaul racing, but embarrassment is a unremitting strain and unceasing effort 
small price to pay for experience. They also cannot be matched by a standard dass 
noted the need for really light sails and regatta, not even at international level. 
sheets - those of the Kreepy Krauly team With all this to contend with, the South 
were the heaviest in the fleet! African team was unanimously voted "the 

A note here for the South African most approachable, efficient and 
yachting authorities. The Worrell 1000 is cooperative" team on the tour! 
the most gruelling, most testing race of its If ever two sailors deserved Springbok 
kind in the world. The endurance, both colours for their effort, David and Jonathan 
physical and mental, demanded by the race, are those two. No two men have worked 
the skill levels required to beat the best harder for those honours! 

The finishers in the 1984 Worrell 1 000 were: 

TEAMCREW 
Team Rudees (Dean Froome/Enrique Figueroa) 
Kreepy Krauly (David Fruyt/Jonathan Paarman) 
Team Texas (Bill Choice/Chuck Miller) 
T earn Megan (Bill Settle/Steven Campbell 
Domino's Pizza (Steve Fields/Scott Ward) 
T earn Tidewater (Jack Eure/Tom Read) 
Team Studebaker (Greg Richardson/Mike Niver) 

TIME 
101.25.08 
103.04.05 
106.20.54 
111.41.35 
111.56.24 
123.51.24 
129.48.23 

Disqualified/ dropped out: T earn Bank of Virginia Beach; T earn 
Australia, and T earn Heritage. 
The previous best time for the course was 107.48.00 by Team 
Peabody's in 1980. The slowest time was 170.05.00 in 1978. 

~ YAIIMAR 
~ MIIAINE 

DIESEi. ENGINE 
JH SERIES 
29,5 - 36,8 kW 
234 - 239 kg 

GM/HM SERIES 
5,6 - 25,3 kW 
70 - 158 kg 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
IN SAILDRIVE 

MUTN AHIC:A"I l'IIUIIEI IAII.IIII ICINIII. CAIA APl'l8YED COUIIII AT DUBAI: 

Book now and enjoy a week in the world of sail 
Phone: (031) 6-5726 (W) 31-2640 (A/H).Write: 1401 Maritime House, Salmon Grove, Durba,n 4001. 

BELCOBALSA® 
CONTOURKORE® 
has 
High Impact Strength 
High Rigidity & Stiffness 
Light Weight 
Excellent Thermal Insulation 

P.O. Box 30153 
Mayville, Durban 4058 
Tel: (031) 814930 

MICROBALLOONS 
As used for filler on glass 
fibre and steel. 

FOR SALE 
MUIRA: Sail-away for R33 000 
(excl GST). Optional cruising 
extras including selfsteerer, 
dinghy, etc. Lying East London. 
Phone De Beer (0451) 2114 
office. 5I200a 

FOR SALE 
FLAMENCA, beautifully fitted for 
long-range cruising. Chart table, 
full galley, four berths, new engine 
and VHF, two compasses. Teak 
decked, moored at Royal Cape 
Yacht Club. R12000 o.n.o. Tel. 
John Fensham (021) 77-3963. 

M & W 26 
THIS 8m yacht is fully rigged for 
ocean racing with Cat. 1 for 
Richards Bay. Offered complete 
with moorings at well below the 
going price at R12000. Tel. (0351) 
21387. 5/2007 

FOR SALE 
HARTLEY "Golden Cowrie" 12m 
flush deck cruising yacht. Much 
work completed and in steel 
cradle. The finest ferro-hull finish 
you have seen. R15000 (onco). 
Tel. Durban 75-2244. 512004 

L26 "EQUATION" 
In excellent condition. Only the best 

equipment aboard. 

Price R20 500 (excluding GST>. 

Please phone JA Levin 
<021) 21-7200 (w)or<021 )46-2690(h) 

STEEL HULLS 
SA's most experienced boat builder has 

capaciry fOI' the construction of steel 
sailing and power yachrs up to 75 foot 

in length and 60 tons displacement. 
Qualified Naval Architect and very 
experienced artisans employed. 

Phone: (OJ1) 812208 (w) 
82J519 (h) 

Monteith Place 
Durban North 

BRIAN GOWANS 
NAVAL ARCHITECT 

C. Eng FR/NA FIMARE 
CONSUL TING MARINE ENGINEERS 

& NAVAL ARCHITECTS 
Consultants and Surveyors 

Designs and Valuations 

P 0. Box 35022 
Northway 

Tel· (031) 64-7364 Durban 4065 

CAPE SAILING ACADEMY 
New programme of CASA approved 
courses, including speciol two week 
yacht master courses. Starting Sept. 8 
and Oct. 20. 

TELEPHONE: (021) 86-1640 (24 hour 
answer service) or 
WRITE TO: P.O. Box 205 Simons Town 
7995, or contact your Yacht Club for 
group club offer. 

DUDLEY A. DIX 
Yacht Designer 

Stock & Custom Designs 

P.O. Box 285 
Tokal 

7966, South Africa 

24 St. Anthony's Road 
Hout Bay 

Ph. (021) 70-8858 

LAVRANOS & ASSOCIATES 
Y ACIIT ARCIIITECTS 

BOAT PLANS & KITS 

• Power and sail 
• Pleasure and commercial 
• Any size any material 

9 IRWELL STREET, 
OBSERVATORY 

CAPE TOWN 7925 
TEL. 47-0379 

• MU/RA 

__ c---=i I 

~il --
• CAPE 28 
• FLAMENCA 
• KELKIEWYN 
• DINGHIES 
All availaible in GRP Components 

NIEBE BOAT BUILDERS 
PETERHOF, HOUT BAY. TEL. (021) 706173 

YAC 347 
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